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On behalf of the Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, I want to thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today.

My name is Adam Skaggs, and I am counsel at the Brennan Center. The Brennan Center is a non-partisan public policy and legal advocacy organization that focuses on fundamental issues of democracy and justice. Among other things, we seek to promote policies that ensure fair and accurate elections and that maximize citizen enfranchisement and participation in the electoral process. The Brennan Center works to remove barriers to voting while ensuring that the integrity of our elections is protected, because we believe electoral integrity is advanced when all eligible citizens are able to participate in elections. Our work toward these goals has included extensive research and the publication of studies and reports; assistance to state and federal policy makers and advice on electoral legislation; and — when it has been necessary — litigation to protect the fundamental right to vote.

As part of this work, we have paid particular attention to the debate over strict voter identification policies. We have commissioned research on the number of citizens who lack certain forms of documentary proof of identity and we have participated as amicus in litigation over strict voter identification policies in Indiana, Georgia, Arizona and Albuquerque, New Mexico. A central facet of these efforts has been our research on allegations of voter fraud. We have analyzed claims of rampant voter fraud in order to distinguish unfounded and exaggerated tales of fraud from reliable, verified claims of election misconduct. We published the results of our analysis in a monograph entitled “The Truth About Voter Fraud,” which compiles the methodological flaws that lead to allegations of voter fraud, and debunks baseless — though often repeated — reports of voter fraud. In my testimony here today, I will share some of our findings.

Our findings illustrate that S.B. 362 makes little sense as a matter of policy, for three reasons. First, it does not fix any notable problem that Texans have had. Second, to bolster their case, supporters highlight problems that S.B. 362 would not correct, which misleads the public into thinking that S.B. 362 will accomplish more than it ever could. Lastly, and perhaps most important, S.B. 362 is likely to create problems far worse than the one it could possibly address. I will focus my testimony today on the first two issues, and leave to my colleagues addressing the third point — whether the proposed solution actually creates problems that are worse than the one S.B. 362 is designed to address.

Because we have found virtually no fraud of the type that an ID requirement could fix, the Brennan Center is often charged with denying the existence of election irregularities. This is not accurate, and I would like to state this with absolute clarity: unfortunately, some forms of election misconduct and fraud do occur with some frequency.

Last year, as in the past, there were repeated instances of voter misinformation and intimidation — such as when voters in particular communities were informed that they would be arrested if they had unpaid parking tickets, or voters were given inaccurate information about where their polling places were located. There have been repeated instances in which election officials have denied registration to individuals without legal justification; we saw this problem with college students in multiple communities last fall.
Occasionally, individuals offer to sell their votes, or vote where they do not actually reside. And there have been confirmed examples of fraudulent activity involving absentee ballots. Some of these incidents involve absentee voters being coerced or bribed; others involve schemes to submit multiple fraudulent absentee ballots.

All these acts should be condemned. Where it does exist, election fraud and misconduct should be investigated and punished. And it often is.

Finally, some reports of voter fraud result from mistakes by individuals who register or vote without realizing they are not eligible. For example, in Arizona, individuals in the process of becoming naturalized citizens registered after they received letters from immigration authorities telling them that their “application for citizenship had been approved” — but before they’d formally taken the oath of citizenship. In Wisconsin, we saw a citizen show up to vote and present his prisoner ID card — prominently stamped with the word “offender.” Unfortunately, the poll worker in Wisconsin let this individual cast a ballot in spite of his conviction status. But these are examples of human error; these individuals were not trying to misrepresent their status, and they were not trying to commit fraud.

No one is arguing that ineligible individuals should be permitted to vote, but publicizing eligibility requirements and training poll workers is a more effective answer to preventing non-citizens or felons from voting than requiring identification from every legitimate voter.

As to allegations of other types of voter fraud, our research indicates that these claims often prove baseless upon inspection: except in the rarest of cases, those who are screaming about fraud are crying wolf. This is true of the most frequently reported forms of putative voter fraud — including double voting, voting in the name of dead people, and — most importantly for the purposes of this hearing — individuals impersonating registered voters at the polls. The Brennan Center’s exhaustive research revealed that there is little to no reliable evidence of in-person impersonation fraud, in Texas, or elsewhere in the country. And, of course, this form of fraud is the only misconduct that a voter identification requirement will address.

This is worth repeating: the only problem that a voter ID requirement could possibly fix usually doesn’t exist. Texans are struck and killed by lightning more often. And there are far, far more reports of UFOs every year than instances of impersonation at the polls.

There are several reasons why reports of fraud at the polling place crumble when they’re subjected to real scrutiny.

First, many claims of impersonation fraud are based on record matching processes that are inherently flawed. Using data matching in order to identify suspected cases of voter fraud involves the comparison of computerized lists of voters with other computerized lists. For example, voter lists may be matched with lists of deceased individuals. Unfortunately, this data matching is often unreliable.
For example, a father may be confused with a son of the same name; without controlling for suffixes like “Jr.,” “John Smith, Jr.” may be misidentified as the same voter as “John Smith, Sr.” These problems also occur when records are deemed to match if they share a middle initial, without requiring a full match of the middle name. And they occur when similar — but not identical — names are said to match.

A very highly publicized example of this problem occurred when the Atlanta Journal Constitution attempted to find voter fraud by matching a list of voters against Social Security death records. The article cited the example of a dead voter named Alan Jay Mandel, and said that someone had “definitely” impersonated Mr. Mandel and signed his name in the pollbooks. The alleged example of impersonation fraud was widely cited by numerous public officials, but it didn’t pan out: it turned out that the signature actually belonged to one Alan J. Mandell — with 2 “l”s — not the dead Mr. Mandel, with just one “l”. The actual voter — the one with 2 “l”s — was very much alive and well when he voted.

Second, many erroneous reports of impersonation fraud are attributed to clerical errors, such as a legitimate voter signing the pollbook on the line meant for a voter with a very similar name, or a pollworker scanning the wrong voter’s bar code at the end of the day. “The Truth About Voter Fraud” catalogues numerous examples of such clerical errors. As the report makes clear, after initial claims of polling place fraud are investigated thoroughly, they are very frequently revealed to be the result of understandable human error — not any attempt to defraud the election system.

Both of these problems turned up in the claims of impersonation fraud lobbed by the Texas Watchdog website in the weeks before the 2008 election. In a story headlined “Dead Voters Cast Ballots in Dallas County” — later changed to reflect reality — 48 specific votes were questioned. Poll books and signature rosters were available for 47 of those votes, and after a more careful review, the Dallas Morning News “concluded that none involved a fraudulently cast vote.”

To summarize, there are plenty of since-debunked reports of voter fraud — but virtually no confirmed examples of impersonation fraud. And, notably, this isn’t for lack of trying. It’s widely known that, under the previous administration, the U.S. Department of Justice prioritized investigation and prosecution of voter fraud. But in five years of effort, they did not prosecute a single case of impersonation fraud. The crimes the DOJ did prosecute — campaign finance violations, voter harassment, and vote buying, among others — would not be prevented by S.B. 362. Texas Attorney General Abbott similarly spent two years and $1.4 million dollars to fight voter fraud, yielding indictments for all sorts of things that identification rules would not prevent, but not a single case that S.B. 362 could fix. Moreover, the scarcity is not confined to indictments or prosecutions; in the past few years, with immense prosecutorial resources diverted to voter fraud, even allegations of impersonation at the polls have been strikingly rare.

There is an obvious reason why impersonation fraud — the only thing S.B. 362 would address — is such a rarity: the risk of getting caught is high, the penalties are extreme, and there is hardly any payoff. Under federal law, any voter impersonator faces up to
five years in prison, and fines of $10,000.\textsuperscript{xii} Texas law allows up to \textit{ten} years in prison and a $10,000 fine.\textsuperscript{xiii} For a non-citizen, deportation is added to that calculus. And there is very little incremental value to a single vote: in the vast majority of elections or referenda, a single vote will not provide the margin of victory. So there is little incentive to risk the severe penalties for the crime. Anyone who truly is willing to risk the severe criminal sanctions for voter fraud would be much more likely to commit a crime with “more bang for the buck” than one single vote.

As Texas Republican campaign consultant Royal Masset put it, “in-person voter fraud is non-existent. It doesn’t happen, and . . . makes no sense because who’s going to take the risk of going to jail on something so blatant that maybe changes one vote?”\textsuperscript{xiv}

There is an additional reason why impersonation fraud is so rare in Texas: voters must \textit{already} prove their identity before voting.\textsuperscript{xv} They do so by signing their name in the pollbook, and swearing an oath before an election official. They also must show documentation — either a registration certificate, or one of a broad series of documents designed to accommodate the diversity of Texas’s population. S.B. 362 makes the existing law substantially more strict, without a reason for doing so — there is no indication that the existing law is failing in any way.

\textbf{A Strict Voter ID Policy Does Not Address the Real Threats of Voter Fraud}

This brings me to the last point that I would like to address briefly: whether the “solution” that S.B. 362 proposes actually fits the problem.

As I’ve explained, the problem that S.B. 362 potentially could address — impersonation fraud — has been thoroughly discredited as a national problem. And we’ve not seen any credible evidence that Texas bucks this trend significantly: impersonation fraud doesn’t occur in Texas any more than it occurs elsewhere, as the investigation by Attorney General Abbot proved. The few allegations that have emerged in the last several weeks regarding the City of Progresso don’t change this conclusion. There was one report of a woman in the City of Progresso who signed her own name under a different voter’s name, and then herself reported this mistake to election officials. And there have been allegations of Progresso voters being paid to vote for a specific slate of candidates. These examples simply do not establish that impersonation fraud is a prevalent problem; and, in any event, S.B. 362 would not stop fraud involving vote buying if the voters and voter-buyers were willing to risk the relevant punishment.

The other problems that have been reported, in Progresso and elsewhere, involved issues that wouldn’t even remotely be addressed by voter ID. These include ineligible non-citizens voting; voting by individuals who resided outside city limits; and, significantly, eligible citizens who were wrongly \textit{prevented} from voting. These issues have nothing to do with S.B. 362. But because there’s no evidence of impersonation fraud, backers of bills like S.B. 362 trumpet these other types of misconduct.

They’ve got no other choice to resort to this sleight of hand. S.B. 362 addresses a so-called problem that doesn’t exist in any real sense — and that isn’t likely to develop for
numerous reasons. So its backers must lump together a series of other vices that are admittedly bad, but that are really just distractions here.

If voter intimidation, or vote buying, or absentee ballots cause real problems, then regulate these ills. But don’t cite them in support of a policy that will do nothing to stop them. It doesn’t follow, as a simple matter of logic.

And it doesn’t make sense as a policy matter either. A law that will discourage voting by the groups who historically vote at disproportionately low levels, and that will actually lock eligible citizens out of the electoral process — something my colleagues will say more about — had better be justified as a reliable fix for a real and very serious problem.

That simply is not the case with S.B. 362.

I thank you for your time, and am happy to answer any questions that you might have.

---
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